Platon Oyunsky-the prominent personality of the 20-th century.
I live in the village Cherkekh where Platon Oyunsky was born. Not far from my native village there is Oyunsky’s birth alaas of Delberiybit. It stands on the most beautiful river Taatta. Around this alaas we can see fields, meadows, valleys, forests. On the lakes and river we can see many ducks, geese sometimes cranes.

Every summer I like to spend much time on Oyunsky’s birth alaas. The picturesque nature, the birch – groves, fresh air of this wonderful alaas attracts my friends and me very much.
The native balagan of Platon Oyunsky.
Every country has its own famous people. In the history of Yakutia there are a lot of famous names. The name of Platon Oyunsky is one of them.

Platon Oyunsky was born on the 11-th of November 1893 in the Tattinsky district. He was one of the founders of Sakha literature, a poet, a writer, a linguist, a scientist, a public and state leader of Yakutia.

He wrote many poems, works. His masterpieces are “Kudansa the Great”, “The Red Shaman”, the yakut epos “Nyurgun Bootur the Rapid”. It is translated into Russian, French, English and Chinese languages.

As I know, He was the author of works on literature, folklore, language and history of Sakha.

Platon Oyunsky is my favourite writer. Since childhood I have been reading his works and admire them.

Many people know and read his works and He is popular and well-known today.
• We study at school named after P.A. Oyunsky. This is one of the oldest school in the Sakha Republic. It has a very rich and great history. It is famous for it’s the deepest tradition in the education. Our school was founded in 1906 by Matvey Matveevich Sivtsev-Mappyaiabys Teacher. Younger Platon was the first pupil. He was the brightest and gifted pupil among the schoolchildren.

• At our school studied the greatest people of Sakha. They were the founders of Sakha literature, writers, poets, artists, scientists etc.
In my opinion the school plays the most important role in the life of every person.

Today, our school is a modern, wonderful two-storeyed building. More than one hundred and fifty students study at school. They get knowledge and develop their skills in different science. Also every pupil learns his native language, literature, culture and folklore. We are proud of studying at this interesting school.
The secondary school named after P. Oyunsky. Tattinsky district.
We are proud of developing our Sakha culture and folklore.
In the International Folklore Festival.
Sochi.2018.
We enjoy the landscape of our native land.
We are glad to meet together
the Happy New Year 2018.
Our younger classes.
They are happy to get knowledge at our school.
Visiting The State Museum named after Platon Oyunsky.
We like learning the foreign language.
The little olonkho-singers.
Learning English is very interesting!
We are glad to dance together.
We are proud of being bright students.
We love our homeland of Taatta.
We are happy to live in this wonderful – Sakha-land!